
No aspiration is too lofty for the team at Fabricon 
Modular. Take your business to the next level and 
utilize your space to maximize potential.

Growing modern businesses do just that… they 
grow! Whether you have a concrete plan on how 
to optimize your workplace environment or you 
want our professional opinion on the most 
efficient and aesthetically pleasing options, we’ve 
got you covered. No aspiration is too lofty for the 
team at Fabricon Modular.

Mezzanines & 
Industrial Platforms



STAIRS & STEPS

INDUSTRIAL BARRIERS & SAFETY

CURTAINS, PARTITIONS & ENCLOSURES SYSTEMS

Customer’s who use this product also purchase these add-ons.Add - Ons

Stairs and steps are fabricated to meet a wide variety of specifications 
allowing for use in many applications including single and multi-story. 
Designs include re-locatable and reconfigurable options as well as 
more permanent structures which can be assembled inside a 
warehouse or on the exterior of modular or traditional constructed 
buildings. Stair products are available in aluminum, steel and concrete.

Fabricon Modular provides a wide range of rails and barriers for the 
protection of your assets in industrial settings. Products include safety rails, 
swing gates, handrails, door tracks, post and rack guards and more. These 
solutions minimize the risk of damage to existing racking, in-plant offices, 
door tracks, etc. due to impacts from material handling equipment.

As an alternative solution to traditional wall systems, Fabricon 
Modular offers curtains and partitions which can be customized to fit 
the wide variety of needs in a warehouse setting. Partitions and 
curtains offer quick installation, usually within a few days, and an 
extremely flexible solution to separate anything you need to on the 
production floor. Curtains are retractable and can be used in exterior 
and interior applications.

Our team of experts also provides consulting services to assist 
with spatial planning of the interior of your modular building to 
include furniture, technology and appliance solutions.

FabriconModular.com  | 800.541.6584  
6000 Phillips Highway Suite 4, Jacksonville, FL 32216

FURNITURE, TECHNOLOGY & APPLIANCES


